Millimeter wave (mmWave) vehicular channels are highly dynamic, and the communication link needs to be reconfigured frequently. In this work, we propose to use a passive radar receiver at the roadside unit to reduce the training overhead of establishing an mmWave communication link.
I. INTRODUCTION
High data-rate communication is possible at millimeter wave (mmWave) frequencies, owing to the large bandwidth [1] , [2] . Low pre-beamforming signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), however, poses several challenges in establishing reliable mmWave links. Highly directional communication employing large antenna arrays at both sides of the communication link can overcome the low SNR. Large antenna systems, however, will be inefficient, or even infeasible, from a hardware, cost and energy consumption point of view, if a dedicated RF-chain with a high-resolution analogto-digital converter (ADC) is used with each antenna element. As such, MIMO architectures based on either low-resolution ADCs [3] , [4] , or a small number of RF-chains have to be used [5] - [7] . These architectures, though low cost and energy efficient, make the link configuration more difficult. The primary reason is that the channel is not accessible at the baseband.
In low-resolution architectures, the channel at the baseband is quantized. With limited RFchains, the baseband observes a low-dimensional projection of the channel at the RF front-end.
Therefore, link configuration in energy efficient architectures requires a large training overhead.
This problem is further compounded in highly mobile scenarios, like vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication, where channel changes frequently and rapid link re-configuration is necessary. architecture is the same as the spatial covariance with perfect waveform knowledge. Due to the lack of waveform knowledge, the range and Doppler cannot be recovered using the proposed architecture. The range and Doppler, however, are not relevant when using radar to configure the communications link. • We outline a strategy to correct the bias in frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) radar. In [8] , it was shown that the angle estimation in FMCW radar is biased. We note that a similar bias appears in frequency division duplex (FDD) systems, where the uplink (UL) covariance is used to configure the downlink (DL). After establishing this connection, we propose a strategy initially used for FDD covariance correction [9] , to correct the bias in FMCW radars. • We propose a similarity metric to quantitatively compare two power spectra. In order to use the radar information for configuring the mmWave links, it is necessary to understand the congruence (or similarity) of the spatial information provided by radar and the spatial characteristic of the mmWave channel. Intuitively, by congruence, we mean the similarity in the azimuth power spectrum (APS) of radar and communication. We show that, in certain cases, the proposed similarity metric is identical to the relative precoding efficiency (RPE), i.e., a commonly used metric to measure the accuracy of covariance estimation in literature [10] - [12] . Further, in [10] , the RPE was related to the rate. As such, establishing a connection between the proposed metric and RPE also implies a connection between the proposed similarity metric and rate.
inertial sensors mounted on the antenna arrays was used for beam-tracking in vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication systems.
Prior work on using location [19] , [20] , LIDAR [21] , and inertial sensors [22] is limited only to LOS links. The sub-6 GHz assisted strategies in [15] , [16] are also limited to LOS. Though the strategies proposed in [17] , [18] can be used in non-line-of-sight (NLOS) links, they require the state of the sub-6 GHz and the mmWave link to be the same. That is to say, either both sub-6 GHz and mmWave links are LOS, or both are NLOS. In practice, a link is considered LOS, if more than 80% of the first Fresnel zone is unobstructed. The size of the Fresnel zone depends on the wavelength, and it is possible that the Fresnel zone clarity criterion is satisfied at sub-6 GHz and not at mmWave. This implies that it is possible to have LOS sub-6 GHz and NLOS mmWave link, i.e., a scenario where the strategies proposed in [17] , [18] may not work well.
There is also some prior work on using radar for mmWave communications. In [23] , the radar covariance was used to design the hybrid analog-digital precoders. In [24] , [25] , the location of the vehicle was estimated using radar, and later this information was used to reduce the mmWave training overhead. In [26] , a joint communication-radar system based on IEEE 802.11ad physical layer frames was proposed. Once the location of the vehicle was determined through the radar operation, it was used to reduce the training overhead. In [27] , radar-based vehicle tracking was used to avoid blockage by preemptively switching to a link that is predicted to be unblocked.
For an indoor environment, the location of all targets was estimated using radar in [28] . This information was then used to predict the channel as the users move.
As with [19] , [20] , the location assisted strategies proposed in [24] - [27] are limited only to LOS links. Similarly, in [28] , it is not possible to recover the NLOS targets, and hence their contribution to the channel corresponding to a given user. Radar covariance used in [23] provides more information than location. In this work, we also use radar covariance to aid mmWave link establishment. As such, among the prior work, [23] can be considered the most similar to this work. The key difference between this paper and [23] is that in this work we use a passive radar, whereas [23] used an active radar. This difference has two implications. First, mounting an active radar on the RSU to aid mmWave link establishment implies power cost. This power cost is remarkably reduced in passive radars as no signal is transmitted. Second, the active radar mounted on the RSU is also limited to the LOS as the NLOS ego-vehicle cannot be detected.
In contrast, as we tap the signals transmitted by the ego-vehicle, our approach works even in where P c is the total average transmitted power. Let F BB [k] ∈ C M RSU ×Ns be a baseband-precoder and F RF ∈ C N RSU ×M RSU be an RF-precoder, then we use F[k] = F RF F BB [k] ∈ C N RSU ×Ns to denote the hybrid precoder on sub-carrier k. The RF-precoder is implemented in the time-domain and is common to all sub-carriers. We assume that the RFprecoder is implemented using quantized phase-shifters with a finite set of possible values, i.e.,
[F RF ] i,j = 1 √ N RSU e jζ i,j , where ζ i,j is the quantized phase. The precoders satisfy the total power constraint K k=1 F[k] 2 F = KN s . We assume perfect time and frequency synchronization at the receiver. Further, let W 
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The array response vectors of the vehicle arrays are defined in a similar manner. Further, let p(τ ) denote the combined effects of analog filtering and pulse shaping filter evaluated at point τ , and let T c be the signaling interval. To write the channel model, we remove the superscript (a) from the channel H to lighten the notation with the understanding that the channels between the RSU and all vehicle arrays follow the same model. Now, the delay-d MIMO channel matrix
If there are D delay-taps in the channel, the channel at sub-carrier k,
C. Covariance model
The RSU spatial covariance on sub-carrier k is defined as
For the development of the proposed strategies, we make the typical assumption that covariances across all sub-carriers are identical [31] . With this assumption, we can base our designs on a covariance estimate obtained by averaging the estimated covariances across all the sub-carriers and denoted
. Note that the same covariance across sub-carriers implies that the time domain channel taps are uncorrelated. In practice, however, the channel delay-taps have some correlation and the spatial covariance matrices on all sub-carriers, though similar, are not identical. Furthermore, we ignore the frequency dependence of the antenna array which leads to beam-squint [32] . Thus designing the RF and baseband precoders/combiners for all sub-carriers using an averaged covariance will result in some performance loss. Note, however, that the analog combiner is designed commonly for all sub-carriers. As such, if the covariance is used only for analog precoder and combiner design, it is appropriate to use averaged covariance.
The baseband can then be configured independently for all sub-carriers using an estimate of the low dimensional equivalent channel (which includes the physical channel, and the analog precoder and combiner).
III. PASSIVE FMCW RADAR
The ego-vehicle shown in Fig. 2 is equipped with multiple radars. We start by developing the system model for a single radar and later incorporate transmissions from all radars. An FMCW radar system is shown in Fig. 4 . For the development, we consider a fully digital receiver at the RSU. This assumption can be justified, as, for radar, a fully digital receiver can be emulated by a switching network and a few RF-chains. Specifically, measurements from only a few antennas are collected at a given time. These measurements are then combined by correcting for the effects of sequential sampling to mimic a simultaneous measurement from all antennas. The INRAS Radarbook [33] is an example of a radar with this architecture. Specifically, two ADCs are sequentially connected to four antennas. These four sequential measurements (from two antennas each) are then corrected and combined to obtain a received signal from all the eight receive antennas.
A. Perfect waveform knowledge at the receiver
The FMCW signals are transmitted in chirps. Let T p be the chirp duration, and let B r be the radar bandwidth, then β = Br Tp is the chirp rate [34] , [35] . If we let f r denote the initial frequency of the radar, then the transmit waveform is [34] , [35] s r (t) = exp j2π(f r t +
The transmit waveform is scaled before transmission so as to have the transmit power P r . With this, the transmitted signal is
If the radar receiver has N r antennas, let us denote the received signal on all antennas by a vector x(t) ∈ C Nr . The transmitted waveform arrives at the nth antenna of the receiver with attenuation α and delay τ n . The received signal on nth antenna is thus [x(t)] n = αs(t − τ n ).
Let τ be the propagation time of the transmit signal that contains the delay due to distance.
Further, let τ n be the additional time-delay of the wave propagating from the reference antenna to the nth antenna of the ULA. For an incoming signal that has angle θ relative to the broadside of the array, the delay τ n in a half wavelength spacing ULA is
With τ being the delay due to distance, and τ n being the additional delay, we can write the delay of the transmit waveform on antenna n as τ n = τ + τ n [36] . is feasible to use averaged covariance. The baseband can then be configured independently for all sub-carriers.
IV. RADAR SYSTEM MODEL
The ego-vehicle -as shown in Fig. 2 -is equipped with multiple radars. We start by developing the system model for a single radar and later incorporate transmissions from all the radars. An FMCW radar system is shown in Fig. 4 . We consider a fully digital architecture for the FMCW radar. This is feasible as the angular information can be recovered from radars that operate at a relatively slow rate. The INRAS radarbook XXX reference XXX is an example of a radar that has two ADCs. The radarbook thus switches between these ADCs to recover the spatial covariance of the channel. Furthermore, we are only interested in the spatial covariance which remains valid for a longer period so a fully digital radar can be constructed to obtain this information
The FMCW signals are transmitted in chirps. For a single chirp, the transmitted signal is
where s r (t) is the transmitted waveform, P r is the transmit power, T p is the pulse period and (t) is the linear time-varying phase with the initial frequency f r , and the chirp rate = Br Tp , where B r is the radar bandwidth.
The received signal at the ith antenna due to a single reflector is
where ↵ is the attenuated amplitude of the received signal. Further, the delay ⌧ i has two components i.e., ⌧ i = ⌧ + ⌧ 0 i , where ⌧ is a propagation time of the signal from the target to the reference antennas and contains the delay due to distance. ⌧ i is the time-delay of the wave propagating from the reference antenna to the ith antenna element of the ULA i.e.,
for half-wavelength inter-element spacing. Further, ✓ is an azimuth angle of the reflector.
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XXX Should I change s(t) to sr(t) XXX Fig. 4 : The FMCW radar system with multiple antennas at the receiver.
When the reference signal s r (t) is known at the receiver, the echo signal [x(t)] n is mixed with the reference signal. The resulting signal is passed through a low pass filter (LPF) to remove the high frequency components. The noiseless version of mixed and filtered signal is [y(t)] n = [x * (t)] n s r (t) = P r α exp j2π(f r τ n − βτ 2 n 2 + βτ n t) .
The term βτ n is the constant frequency of the signal (called beat-frequency) that is used to estimate the range of the target. Further, 2πf r τ n − πβτ 2 n is the constant phase of the signal. The variation of this phase across the chirps is used to estimate the Doppler. Let us collect the I samples of the signal in a matrix Y ∈ C Nr×I . If i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , I} denotes the sample index, and T r denotes the sampling time, then the ith sample on the nth antenna is
[Y] n,i = P r α exp j2π(f r τ n − βτ 2 n 2 + βτ n iT r ) .
Note that, so far we have considered a single radar at the vehicle and a single reflector. As discussed previously, the vehicle is equipped with multiple radars. We assume that all the radars transmit at the same time. This is feasible as the radars mounted on a vehicle have exclusive field-of-view, and they do not need to be separated in time to avoid interference. We introduce superscripts to denote the radar number and the reflector number, i.e., the signal received from the jth radar and the lth reflector is Y j,l . Further, let N be the additive white Gaussian noise with entries CN (0, σ 2 n ). Then, we can write the superimposed radar received signal Y r as
In this work, our objective is to configure the downlink of the mmWave communication system based on the spatial covariance matrix constructed from (11) . There are, however, two obstacles in this pursuit. First, we have assumed that the reference signal s r (t) is known at the receiver. In a typical passive radar, a static source illuminates the environment. The receiver has a dedicated channel through which the reference waveform is monitored and sampled. In our application, however, the source is mobile, and it is not possible to have access to the reference signal of the source. The second obstacle is that angular information retrieved from radar covariance has a bias [8] . The impact of this bias is significant for a system with a large number of antennas.
Specifically, due to a narrow beamwidth in a large antenna system, small pointing errors can result in a significant loss in the link budget. In the following two sub-sections, we address these two challenges.
B. Proposed radar receiver
The reference signal and the transmission time is required to estimate the range (through beatfrequency) and Doppler (through phase variations across chirps). In our application, however, we are interested in the spatial covariance of the radar received signal R r ∈ C Nr×Nr . The spatial covariance matrix, of the radar received signal (for a single target), can be estimated from the received signal Y in (10) as
If we define ∆τ qp = τ q − τ p , then ignoring the contribution of noise, the covariance between the signal received on the qth antenna and the pth antenna with perfect reference signal knowledge is
As we are only interested in the spatial covariance, we propose a simple radar processing chain that does not require the reference signal and achieves the same covariance as in (13) . To this end, let ∆f be the frequency offset between the clock at the RSU and the vehicle, and be the phase-offset. Then, in the absence of the reference signal, we mix the received signal witȟ s r (t) = exp(j{2π(f r + ∆f )t + }). The received signal after mixing (withš r (t)) and filtering is
With the proposed architecture, the frequency of the received signal [y(t)] n is βτ n + ∆f − βt 2 , which is random (due to ∆f ) and time-varying (due to βt 2 ). Thus, the range of the target cannot be estimated by the proposed simplified receiver architecture. Also the phase of the received signal, i.e., 2πf r τ n − πβτ 2 n + , is random and varies from one chirp to another (as varies from one chirp to another). Thus, the Doppler of the target cannot be estimated either by the proposed simplified receiver architecture. Note that, the ith sample of the received signal on antenna n (collected in a matrixY ∈ C Nr×I ) is
and the spatial covariance matrix based on (15) iš
It is easy to show that [Ř r ] q,p = [R] q,p . This observation allows us to circumvent the requirement of the reference signal in our application without any loss in terms of spatial information.
Note that, we have shown that the simplified architecture has the same spatial covariance as with perfect waveform knowledge in a single target scenario. This choice was made for ease of exposition, and similarly, it can be shown that the spatial covariance is also the same for the multiple target case. Similar to (11), we defineY j,l as the signal received from the jth radar and the lth reflector in the simplified architecture. Then, the superimposed signal for all the targets and all the radar transmitters isY
C. Radar bias correction
In [8] , it was shown that the angle estimation based on FMCW radar is biased. Specifically, for a single point target at angle θ, the true and the estimated angles are related by [8] 
in a noiseless scenario. For a system with a large number of antennas -where the beams are narrow -this multiplicative bias can have a significant impact on the performance. As an example, note that the first-null of a ULA with N antennas is 2/N away from the main lobe (say centered at sin(θ)) [37] . For N = 256, we get 2/N = 7.8×10 −3 . Similarly, for f r = 76 GHz, and B r = 1.2 GHz (i.e., a fraction of bandwidth available in 76 GHz band), we have Br 2fr = 7.9×10 −3 . Thus, even in the noiseless case, the beamforming based on the biased estimate can imply a null in the direction of the true angle.
A similar error/mismatch appears in FDD systems. Assuming perfect angular reciprocity is reasonable in FDD systems, as the UL and DL are only separated by hundreds of MHz. Therefore, the differences in the UL and DL covariance come only from the array response in the UL and DL. Assume that the array is a ULA with inter-element spacing set to half the DL wavelength.
Further, let λ DL and λ UL denote the DL and UL wavelength, then the true and estimated angles in the UL will be related by
Beamforming based on the biased angle is sub-optimal, especially for a large number of antennas as discussed earlier. Further, note that the biased angle information is recovered from covariance matrices. Covariance matrices, however, can be used for other purposes, e.g., precoder/combiner design based on their singular vectors [10] , [18] . As such, it is of interest to correct the covariance matrices directly rather than the angles estimated from the covariance matrices. This problem has been considered in the past for FDD systems and several strategies have been proposed, e.g., [9] , [38] - [41] . Noting that the bias in the FMCW radar has the same form as of that in FDD, we use a covariance correction strategy, i.e., [9] in this work.
The strategy [9] is based on the interpolation of the covariance for correction. The sampled radar covariance matrixŘ r is not necessarily Toeplitz. Therefore, to improve the estimate, we projectŘ r to the Toeplitz, Hermitian, positive semi-definite cone T N + , i.e.,
AsR r is a Toeplitz Hermitian matrix, it is fully described by its first column, which we denote asr.
. . . For simplicity, let us denote the multiplication constant in (18) as γ = (1 + Br 2fr ). Note that the vectorr contains the samples of the covariance at n ∈ {0, 1, · · · , N −1}. For correction, we need the samples at points n/γ ∀n ∈ {0, 1, · · · , N − 1}. This can be achieved by interpolation (note that as γ > 1, there is no need for extrapolation). As the vectorr is complex, we interpolate the magnitude and phase separately. The magnitude ofr is smooth, and spline interpolation followed by resampling will provide good performance as shown in Fig. 5a . The phase ofr can be unambiguously determined only in the interval (−π, π] as shown in Fig. 5b . That said, the phase changes slowly with n, and hence the jumps of 2π can be observed. For the interpolation of phase, the actual phase needs to be reconstructed. Hence, the observed phase is unwrapped first as shown in Fig 5c, and then spline interpolation followed by resampling is used. We can then obtain the corrected covariance vectorr c by combining the resampled magnitude and phase.
Finally, the corrected covariance matrixR c is obtained by Toeplitz completionR c = T (r c ). In this work, we are proposing to use the information retrieved from radar to configure the mmWave communication link. This strategy, however, will be only useful if the spatial characteristics of the radar and the communication channel are congruent. Roughly speaking, we are interested in the similarity of APS of the radar received signals and communication channels.
IV. SIMILARITY METRIC TO MEASURE SPATIAL CONGRUENCE
In our application, the differences in radar and communication APS will stem from: (i) different operating frequencies of radar and communication, and (ii) different locations and field-of-views (FoVs) of communication and radars on the vehicle -hence the different probability of blockage.
We, however, need the radar and communication APS to be as similar as possible, and a way of quantifying this similarity. Furthermore, we need a similarity metric that is meaningful from the communication system point of view, i.e., the similarity metric should have a transparent connection with a communication system metric, e.g., rate. Such a similarity metric to compare the APS will be useful beyond our current application. The metric will be useful, for example, to assess the accuracy of the angular reciprocity assumption in FDD. The proposed similarity metric can also be used to validate the assumption that sub-6 GHz and mmWave channels are spatially similar. This assumption is used in a recent line of work [17] , [18] to reduce the mmWave training overhead using sub-6 GHz information.
To assess the similarity, one possibility is to compare over-the-air APS as shown in Fig. 6a .
Note that over-the-air APS is system independent, i.e., it does not take into consideration how many antennas are used in a system. Let us consider a toy example, where we are interested in measuring the similarity of the APS1 (shown with dotted line) and APS2 (shown with solid line).
More specifically, consider that we observe APS1 (in our case through radar), whereas the actual spectrum is APS2 (in our case the APS of communication). Now, we consider two cases; (i) a in the directions of the spectra are shown in Fig. 6b . In this case, the information provided by APS1 is useful for beamforming on APS2. This is because the beam-pattern has a significant gain in the direction of APS2. Now for 32 antennas (the beam-patterns for 32-element ULAs are shown in Fig. 6c ), the information provided by APS1 is not particularly useful for beamforming on APS2. This is because the beam-pattern directed towards APS1 does not have a high gain in the direction of APS2. Thus, a meaningful measure of similarity needs to take the system dimension, i.e., the number of antennas, into consideration.
To define the similarity metric, assume that we want to measure the similarity of two N point spectra d 1 and d 2 . Consider the index set I 1 (I 2 ) of cardinality L ≤ N that contains indices of L largest entries of d 1 (d 2 ). Then, we define a similarity metric
To explain the meaning of the metric, we use the help of Fig. 7 . In the denominator, we have the sum of L largest spectral components of d 2 , whereas in the numerator we have the L components of d 2 that correspond to the L largest spectral components of d 1 . It is clear that 0 ≤ S 1→2 (L, N ) ≤ 1. For given spectra, as we sum over the L largest spectral components, S 1→2 (L, N ) will generally increase with L (for fixed N ), and S 1→2 = 1 for L = N . Also, S 1→2 (L, N ) will generally decrease with N (for fixed L) due to narrower beams. Also note that the metric is asymmetric, i.e., it is not necessary that S 1→2 (L, N ) = S 2→1 (L, N ). Finally, note that we have used the notation S 1→2 (L, N ) to include all the relevant parameters. When there is no ambiguity, we will simply use S to denote the similarity metric. Further, note that from a system's point of view N is related to the number of antennas, and L is related to the number of transmitted streams, i.e., N s . Fig. 7 : Intuitive explanation of the similarity metric (21) . The denominator is the sum of a few strongest component of APS2, whereas the numerator is the sum of a few components of APS2, corresponding to the strongest components of APS1.
We now relate the proposed similarity metric to RPE [10] , [11] . Consider two channels with spatial covariance matrices R 1 and R 2 . Further, consider that F 1 (F 2 ) contains the L columns of the DFT matrix corresponding to the L largest spectral components of the channel 1 (2). Then, an alternative way to write the proposed similarity metric (21) is
The equivalence between (21) and (22) becomes clear when we note that the APS d can be written as d = diag(F * RF). Further, if U 1 (U 2 ) are L singular vector of R 1 (R 2 ) corresponding to L largest singular values, then the RPE is defined as [10] , [11] 
In the special case, where the AoAs of all the paths fall on the DFT grid, it is easy to see that the proposed metric and the RPE are the same. This is because, for the on-grid case, vectors of the Fourier basis are valid singular vectors. Therefore U 1 (U 2 ) and F 1 (F 2 ) are the same, and the similarity metric in (22) is the same as the RPE in (23) . This also implies that asymptotically (i.e., as N → ∞), the proposed similarity metric is the same as the RPE. This is because one way to interpret the asymptotic case is to have a continuous DFT grid and hence all AoAs fall on-grid. It is, however, difficult to analytically relate the proposed metric to the RPE in the general off-grid case. It is possible to study this off-grid scenario by simulations instead.
Finally, note that in [10] , the RPE was related to the relative rate. To understand the relative rate, consider that true covariance is R 2 (in our case the communication channel covariance),
whereas we have access to R 1 (in our case through radar). The relative rate is then the ratio of the achievable rate given R 1 to the achievable rate given R 2 . Particularly, in [10] , it was shown that in low SNR settings the RPE is a good approximation of the relative rate. With this connection and the connection between the similarity metric and RPE, the proposed similarity metric also directly relates to the relative rate. To conclude, we proposed a similarity metric to compare two power spectra that relates directly to the relative rate.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we provide simulation results to verify the ideas presented in this work. We start by discussing the simulation setup in detail. Then, we present results to show the utility of the bias correction strategy presented in Section III-C, and to numerically study the relationship between the similarity metric (presented in Section IV) and the RPE for the off-grid scenario. Finally, we present achievable rate results to verify the potential of using passive radar to configure mmWave links.
Material properties for ray-tracing: For all experiments, we assume that the communication system operates in the 73 GHz band, and the radar operates in the 76 GHz band. We use Wireless
Insite [13] for ray-tracing simulations. The simulation environment is shown in Fig. 8a . This is an urban environment with buildings on both sides of the road. The color of a building corresponds to its height through a red-green-blue color scale with red representing high and blue representing low. The total size of the ray-tracing setup is around 57 × 240 × 210m. The buildings are made of concrete. The relative permittivity of concrete is 5.31 and conductivity is 1.0509 S m −1 at 73 GHz (i.e., communication band), and 1.0858 S m −1 at 76 GHz (i.e., radar band) [42, Table 3 ].
The road surface is made of asphalt with relative permittivity 3.18 and conductivity 0.4061 S m −1 at 73 GHz, and 0.4227 S m −1 at 76 GHz [43] . The root-mean-square (RMS) surface roughness for concrete is 0.2 mm and for asphalt is 0.34 mm [43, Table 1 ]. Wireless Insite also models the diffuse scattering effects. The level of diffuse scattering is controlled using a scattering coefficient with valid values in the range [0, 1] [44] . We use the scattering coefficient of 0.4 for concrete [44] . For asphalt, note that the RMS surface roughness is higher than concrete, and as diffuse scattering increases with surface roughness [45] , we choose the scattering coefficient to be 0.5. Further, some of the diffused power becomes cross-polarized relative to the polarization of the incident ray. In Wireless Insite, this fraction is controlled using the cross-polarization coefficient that has a valid range [0, 0.5] [44] . We chose the cross-polarization to be half the diffuse scattering coefficient for both concrete and asphalt. Finally, the vehicles on the road are made of metal, i.e., perfect electric conductor.
Vehicle size and distribution: There are two types of vehicles on the road. Vehicles of size The location, height, and the rotations are the numbers chosen to mimic Audi A8 MRRs [29] .
All antenna elements have 120 • 3 dB beamwidth, and 150 • 3 dB first null beamwidth (both in E and H-plane). This choice is justified as practical ULAs also have a FoV of around 120 • . We select the ego-vehicle from the vehicles on the road uniformly albeit inside the FoV of the RSU array.
Communication system parameters: We use the transmit power P c = 30 dBm, and the bandwidth B c = 1 GHz for the communication system. We use the raised-cosine filter with a roll-off factor 0.4 for pulse shaping. Based on the RMS delay-spread of the channels obtained through ray-tracing, the bandwidth, and the roll-off factor, the number of time-domain taps required can be calculated to be D = 512. We use a cyclic-prefix (CP) of length D − 1. Further, we choose the number of sub-carriers to be K = 2048, i.e., the useful part of the OFDM symbol is almost 4× the CP. The ULAs used in the communication system have half-wavelength interelement spacing.
Radar parameters: We consider the chirp period of T p = 500 µs, I = 1024 samples in a chirp, and 128 chirps for radar processing. The transmit power is P r = 30 dBm and the bandwidth is We modeled the optimization problem (20) using YALMIP [46] in MATLAB, and solved using the MOSEK [47] solver. We noticed that the solutions were not accurate when the covariance matrices had very small entries, i.e., on the order of 10 −11 . Thus, we normalized the covariance matrices to have unit Frobenius norm before solving (20) .
We first demonstrate the impact of the bias (discussed in Section III-C) on the performance 
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Radar Radar of FMCW radar and the benefit of bias correction. Note that, in the setup described above, there are several sources of dissimilarity between radar and communication, i.e., different operating frequencies, different locations of the radar and communication antennas on the vehicle, the bias in FMCW radar, and the thermal noise. To isolate only the impact of bias, we start with a simple scenario. First, the radar and the communication arrays on the RSU are collocated (i.e., horizontally and vertically aligned). We also assume a single antenna array on the vehicle. The radar on the vehicle is colocated with the communication array. This assumption takes away the dissimilarity due to different locations of the antennas. Second, we assume that the radar and communication systems operate in the same band to take out the differences due to the operating frequency. Third, for the first two experiments, we ignore the thermal noise. With this, the only remaining sources of dissimilarity is the bias in FMCW radar. We show the similarity in the APS of radar and communication as a function of the number of antennas N for (N s = 1) in Fig. 9 . We also show the similarity after correcting the bias. In addition, we show the results for RPE before and after correction. We can see from the similarity metric results, as well as the RPE results, that correcting the bias is helpful as it increases the similarity as well as RPE. We show the same result for N s = 4 in Fig. 10 . We note that the similarity and RPE increase with N s as expected (see Section IV for details). From this result we can also see that bias correction is useful. Therefore, here onwards all the radar results are presented for the corrected case. The results are for a simplified case where the radar and communication arrays are collocated at the RSU and the vehicle and both systems operate on the same frequency.
In the next experiment, we study the similarity of radar and communication in a realistic setup as discussed in the earlier parts of this section. This is to say that now radar and communication have different operating frequencies, different locations of the radar and communication antennas on the vehicle, and there is thermal noise. In this experiment, we study N s = 1 as well as N s = 4
case. As there are four communication arrays on the vehicle, there are four communication channels. We show the similarity results for the communication channel that has a path with the highest power (typically a LOS antenna array). The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 11 . We can see that the similarity (and the RPE) between communication and radar decreases with the number of antennas N . Furthermore, the similarity and RPE increase with the number of streams N s (this behaviour is expected as discussed in Section IV). Finally, the similarity metric and RPE follow the same trend, i.e., the similarity metric and RPE are closely related even for the general off-grid case. Now, we conduct an experiment to study the benefit of radar information in establishing an mmWave communication link by using the achievable rate as a performance metric. For this experiment, we consider a single RF-chain at the RSU, and one chain per receive array at the vehicle. Therefore only single stream transmission is possible, i.e., N s = 1. We consider that 2-bit phase-shifters are used at the RSU and the vehicle. The radar and the communication system have 128 antennas at the RSU, and there are 16 antennas in each vehicle array. We use an approximation of DFT codebooks based on 2-bit phase-shifters [17] at the vehicle and the RSU. The nth codeword in the RSU codebook is thus a 2-bit approximation of 1 √ N RSU a RSU (arcsin( 2n−N RSU −1 N RSU )) , n = 1, · · · , N RSU . The codebooks for the vehicle are defined in a similar manner. For this experiment, we use rate as a metric. To define the rate, let us say T train OFDM blocks are used for training, whereas the coherence time of the channel is T coh.
blocks. Then (1 − T train T coh. ) is the fraction of blocks left for data transmission. With this, the rate is
For this experiment, we compare three strategies. First, we consider exhaustive-search, in which all pairs of the codewords in the DFT codebooks of the RSU and the vehicle arrays are evaluated. If we assume that measurements on all the vehicle arrays are made simultaneously, the overhead of exhaustive-search is N RSU × N V OFDM blocks. There will be only one beam at the RSU that will be used to communicate to all the arrays of the vehicle. As such, at the RSU, we select a codeword that provides the highest SNR (averaged across all the vehicle arrays). On the vehicle, we choose a codeword for each array that provides the highest SNR for the selected codeword at the RSU.
The second strategy is location-assisted. In this strategy, we assume that the location of the vehicle is obtained through the global navigation satellite system (GNSS). There is an error of up to 10 m in the estimated vehicle location [19] . Specifically, for each channel realization, we pick an error value uniformly from a disc of 10 m radius. This vehicle location is communicated to the RSU using a low-rate link, e.g., at sub-6 GHz frequencies. Based on the reported location of the vehicle, and the expected error in vehicle location, only a subset of the beams are tried at the RSU. Note that, location of the center of the vehicle is reported. As the vehicle has length 5 m, the front and rear antennas are ±2.5 m away from the center. We consider this additional 2.5 m offset while constructing the subset based on the location information. Specifically, assume that the true angular location of the vehicle -measured from the broadside of the RSU arrayis φ. Furthermore, assume that the vehicle location estimate available to the RSU isφ, and |φ −φ| < ∆φ, where ∆φ represents the error of the vehicle localization mechanism. In our case, this error is around 12.5 m. The RSU reduces the codebook based on the angular information i.e.,φ and ∆φ. To formalize this, let us construct an index set L such that n ∈ L if
and sin(φ + ∆φ)
The addition (and subtraction) of 1 N RSU in (25) (and (26)) ensures that the index set L has at least one entry even when ∆φ = 0, i.e., perfect vehicle localization. The above inequalities can be written simply as a compound inequality sin(φ − ∆φ) + 1 ≤ 2n N RSU ≤ sin(φ + ∆φ) + 1 + 2/N RSU .
The RSU thus only uses the codewords indexed by L.
The third strategy is radar-assisted. In this strategy, first, we find the peak in the radar APS.
Then, we train using a few codewords that point in the directions around the radar APS peak. For the rate results, the number of codewords tried for the radar-assisted strategy is the independent variable.
First, we present the results for the case when T coh. → ∞ in Fig. 12 . We can see that the radarassisted strategy can achieve the same rate as exhaustive-search. This rate, however, is achieved by training through 80 codewords, i.e., around 38% savings in overhead. Note that, on average, location assisted strategy required 51 codewords, but did not achieve the rate of exhaustive-search.
Second, we present the results for a highly dynamic channel with T coh. = 4N RSU N V OFDM blocks in Fig. 13 . Note that, we expect the rate of all the strategies to drop in highly dynamic channels. Strategies with low-overhead, however, are expected to be advantageous in a highly dynamic channel as low training overhead implies a larger duration for the data transmission.
The results confirm this observation, as both the location-assisted and radar-assisted strategies perform better than the exhaustive-search. The radar-assisted strategy obtains a rate higher than exhaustive-search with only 50 measurements, implying an overhead reduction of 60%. Note that the rate of the radar-assisted strategy starts to decrease as we keep on increasing the number of measurements. The reason is that once we do enough measurements to find the best beam, additional measurements only increase the overhead and do not improve beam-training. One observation, however, is that the radar-assisted strategy only reaches the rate of the location- 26 assisted strategy. The reason is that the ego-vehicle is in LOS with the RSU in most of the random drops. In LOS channels beam-training based on location information is expected to perform well. Fig. 12 : Rate versus the number of beams for T coh. → ∞. The proposed radar-assisted strategy achieves the rate of exhaustive-search with fewer measurements, whereas the location-assisted strategy fails to reach the rate of exhaustive search. Fig. 13 : Rate versus the number of beams for T coh. = 4N RSU N V . The low training overhead radarassisted and location-assisted strategies have a higher rate than the exhaustive-search strategy.
We now study the performance of the proposed strategy in NLOS scenario. Specifically speaking, only 179 out of the 1000 drops were such that none of the communication antennas on the vehicle had a direct path to the RSU. We now present the rate results averaged over these 179 drops. The results for T coh. → ∞ are presented in Fig. 14. We observe that in comparison with the earlier case (i.e., when most of the channels were LOS), the radar-assisted 27 strategy can achieve a higher rate than the location-assisted strategy with fewer measurements.
Further, the location-assisted strategy fails to achieve the exhaustive-search rate, whereas the radar-assisted strategy achieves almost the exhaustive-search rate with 70 measurements. The results for T coh. = 4N RSU N V are presented in Fig. 15 . We observe that the radar-assisted strategy can achieve a rate higher than the exhaustive-search and location assisted strategy with only 30 measurements, implying an overhead reduction of around 77%.
Fig. 14:
Rate versus the number of beams for T coh. → ∞ in NLOS channel. The proposed radar-assisted strategy achieves the rate of exhaustive-search with fewer measurements, whereas the location-assisted strategy fails to reach the rate of exhaustive search. Fig. 15 : Rate versus the number of beams for T coh. = 4N RSU N V . The radar-assisted strategy achieves a rate higher than the location-assisted strategy and exhaustive-search with only 30 measurements, implying a 77% overhead reduction.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We used the spatial covariance of the passive radar at the RSU to help establish the mmWave communication link. We proposed a simplified radar receiver that does not require the transmit waveform as a reference. Using the proposed architecture, the spatial covariance can be recovered perfectly. Further, we noticed a similarity in the bias that appears in FMCW radars to the wellstudied problem in FDD systems and subsequently used one covariance correction strategy from FDD literature to correct the bias in FMCW radars. In addition, to compare the similarity of two APS, we proposed a similarity metric that is shown to be identical to the RPE for the on-grid case, and relates directly to the relative rate. The simulation results based on ray-tracing data showed that bias correction is important and increases the similarity in radar and communication APS. The rate results showed that the radar-assisted strategy can reduce the training overhead by around 30 − 75% depending on the scenario. Higher gains for the radar-assisted strategy were observed in highly-dynamic channels and in NLOS scenarios.
Note that the results for the radar-assisted strategy are based on a simple framework where the potential beam-pairs were pruned based on the radar APS. It is, however, possible to use radar covariance in alternative frameworks. For example, spatial covariance of the mmWave communication channel could be estimated using weighted compressed sensing [18] , with the weights coming from radar-covariance. Side information from radar covariance can be incorporated in estimation strategies based on the approximate message passing (AMP) algorithm [48] .
Finally, we considered the case of a single vehicle with radar transmitters. The impact of multiple vehicles with active radars on the performance of the proposed approach should also be studied.
